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- Patience is a virtue (frustrating).
      Changing or implementing new policy usually takes a long time.  Even the
      simplest topic to you is likely fascinating and esoteric to >99.9999% others 
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- External drivers and reality matter.
      Government systems tend to react.  Trying to get a “problem” solved
      gets you added to a long queue of problems.  How urgent is the 
      problem you are bringing, really?  If you ask for government action
      how will it actually get done?  Will it be good for anything?
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- Intrinsic bias towards enabling research.
      Advancing science and tech. mostly seen as essential for future competitiveness.      
     Strong warriness about screwing this up.
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What is our strategy for biology security as 
we sustain incremental improvements in 
getting better at engineering biology?
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